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The content that follows was left out of the main paper due to space limitations.

1. Descriptors
In this section are details of the shape and appearance descriptors as described in section 2.1 of the main submission.
Spin Images. Spin Images [9] parameterize surface shape about a reference point into the radial distance to the reference
point’s surface normal line, and the signed distance to the points tangent plane. A spin image is a 2D histogram in this
parameter space, and an 8x8 histogram is used in the experiments (the final descriptor representation is a concatenation of
each histogram bin into a 64 dimensional vector).
Shape Contexts. Shape Contexts were first developed for contour matching in 2D [1]. For any reference point, every other
contour point is represented by its distance and relative orientation to the reference point. A 2D histogram in relative angle
and log-distance make up the shape context descriptor. A 5x6 histogram (producing a 30 dimensional feature vector) is used
for the experiments.
Curvature. For any surface point, principal curvature (k1 and k2 ) is measured using the methods of [7, 6]. A 5 dimensional
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PCA. Following [10], the singular values σ1 , σ2 , σ3 are computed from the covariance matrix of local surface vertices. A 12
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σ2 + σ3 , σ3 + σ3 , where σ = σ1 + σ2 + σ3 .
Average Geodesic Distance (AGD). Following [10], The “isolation” of a vertex is measured by averaging the geodesic
distance to all other vertices. An 11-dimensional descriptor is generated from the mean geodesic distance, the squared mean,
and the {10, 20, . . . , 90}-th percentile of geodesic distances.
Texture. To extract features from the model’s texture map at a reference point, the model is orthographically projected
along the point’s surface normal into an image plane [15]. By rendering the model in this way the model appearance can be
processed with traditional feature descriptors for images. Our descriptor is the 128-dimensional Sift [12] descriptor which
constructs an orientation histogram of image gradients in the neighborhood of a reference point. Orientation invariance is
achieved by rotating the neighborhood patch to align its dominant orientation to a canonical direction.
Scale selection. For 3D shape descriptors, the typical approach to handling scale variance is to extract local descriptors at
multiple scales, where the reference size is determined by some global scale characteristic (e.g. diagonal length of the model
bounding box, radius of the bounding sphere, median of all-pairs geodesic distances, etc), for example see [11, 10]. In the
experiments r is set to be the 30th-percentile of all-pairs geodesic distances. For any scale s, the feature descriptor computed
will depend on only the vertices which are within geodesic distance s to the reference point (for the texture feature, the
scale s determines the radius of the neighborhood patch in the rendered image). For Sift descriptors, features are extracted
at two scales s ∈ {0.05r, 0.10r}. For PCA, features are extracted at 5 scales (s ∈ {0.05r, 0.10r, 0.20r, 0.30r, 0.50r}), and
for Shape Context and Spin Images features are extracted at a single scale s = r. Scale selection is not applicable for the
curvature descriptor since the approximation utilized is fixed to use only the one-ring of the reference vertex.
The total dimensionality of each feature type (accounting for all scales) is: Spin Images ∈ R64 , Shape Contexts ∈ R30 ,
Curvature ∈ R5 , PCA ∈ R60 , AGD∈ R11 , and Sift ∈ R256 . To generate a single descriptor for any vertex, the individual descriptors are L1-normalized before being concatenated into a single 426-dimensional descriptor. In all feature computations,
geodesic distance is approximated with shortest-path distances.
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2. SVM Classifiers
Regarding classification described in section 2.1 of the main submission, we use a common approach for training. We
choose to compute cy as a one-vs-all binary SVM classifier [4] trained over descriptors ~x. Specifically we train a polynomial
kernel SVM, and cy is the corresponding decision score of the classifier (cy > 0 is a positive classification for label y).
Since we have a large number of negative examples for each class, we employ a data mining approach for hard negative
examples as in [8]. SVM parameters are selected through a grid search with 3-fold cross validation. We use the LibSVM [2]
implementation in our experiments. Regarding evaluation, since the SVM baseline is not trained to output a sparse labeling
we cannot expect it to generate only one detection per object part. Thus, throughout the experimental results we do not
penalize the SV M baseline for multiple positive detections of the same object part (i.e. for multiple correct detections
appearing within the neighborhood of the true location, all but the closest detection are simply ignored).

3. Datasets
3.1. Maybe3D
In section 3 of the main submission we very briefly described two datasets (cameras and video recorders) obtained from
maybe3d.com, and examples were given in figure 3 of the main paper. The camera dataset is a collection of 360 models.
There are 34 part labels (these parts are listed in the legend of figure 6 in the main paper). Each part appears in 177 models
on average, and each model has 20 parts labeled on average (the dataset provided has more than 34 labels but we discard
those that don’t appear in at least 10 models). The dataset was randomly partitioned into a training (298 models) and test
(62 models) set. The triangulated meshes have on average 3237 vertices. Compared to the cameras collection, the video
recorders dataset is much smaller, consisting of 64 models (50 train, 14 test), and 12 part labels (these 12 labels are shown in
legend of figure 6 in the main paper). Each part appears in 52 models on average, and each model has 10 parts on average.
Figure 1 gives an example of the inconsistencies in these datasets that make detection challenging.

Figure 1. Here we have highlighted the part label tripod mount on two models in the dataset. On the top left we see a rendering of a camera
model where the tripod mount is highlighted by the red circle. On the top right we see the corresponding surface geometry showing the
indentation of the tripod mount. On the bottom we see a model where the tripod mount does not appear in the geometry but only in the
texture map. These inconsistencies are typical of this real-world cameras dataset.

3.2. Princeton Segmentation Benchmark
The Princeton Segmentation Benchmark was introduced in [3], which is a collection of human-generated segmentations
of 380 models (19 categories, 18 models each). The models were taken from the larger Princeton shape dataset [14]. The
segmentations were further processed in [10] to assign labels to segments. From this final dataset we selected 8 categories
for evaluation (Airplane, Ant, Armadillo, Bust, Chair, Four Leg, Human, and Vase). For each category, we created a random
partition of 14 train and 6 test objects. Figure 2 shows an example model with segmentation from each of the 8 categories.

Figure 2. One example from each of the 8 categories of the Princeton segmentation set [3, 10] on which we evaluated our algorithm, colored
by their dense labeling. Counter-clockwise from top left: Airplane, Ant, Armadillo, Bust, Chair, Four Leg, Human, and Vase.

In order to simulate a sparse labeling for our experiments we chose a single point within each segment as the sparse
annotation. As described in the main submission, we selected points closest to the segment centers (computed as maximum
of minimum distances to the segment boundary).
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Figure 3. Neighborhood sizes. In (a) is an Armadillo model from the Princeton segmentation benchmark. The mesh triangle colored green
is the simulated sparse label for the part foot. The red triangles denote the triangles which are included in the neighborhood V of the foot
part. This model has 33,556 mesh triangles. In (b) is a zoomed-in view of (a). Similarly, (c) shows the neighborhood of part support of a
chair model, and (d) the zoomed-in view. This model has 22,854 mesh triangles. The neighborhood sizes were computed as 0.08m where
m is the median of all-pairs geodesic distances on the mesh.

At the beginning of section 4 (Experiments) of the main submission we explain that we require a detection to be within
a small neighborhood V of the true part location to be considered a correct detection. For the cameras and video recorders
we used the median distance between all pairs of adjacent vertices to define the neighborhood radius. This was suitable for
the cameras and video recorders which had a consistent mesh resolution of a few thousand triangles. However, this would be
too restrictive for models included from the Princeton segmentation set which typically have 20k+ mesh triangles. However,
since these models have a dense and roughly uniform triangulation we can use a more robust statistic based on geodesic
distances. For these experiments we define the neighborhood V of a vertex as 0.8m where m is the median distance between
all-pairs geodesic distances on the model. This gives the desirable neighborhood size for evaluation (see figure 3 for two
example meshes with different resolutions).

4. Experiments
In the main paper we provided variations of our experimental setup which included test-vs-train dissimilarity and densely
labeled models. Here are some details for each (note, for the mesh resolution variation experiments all details are included
in the main paper).

4.1. Test-vs-train dissimilarity
We created 8 different test-train partitions of the cameras set based on brand name (i.e. where the test and train sets do not
share brand names). The top row of figure 5 in the main submission shows the results averaged over all 8 experiments. In
table 1 we show the results per brand.

SVM
SVMcI2

Canon
0.18
0.24

Casio
0.15
0.19

Fujifilm
0.21
0.28

Nikon
0.19
0.23

Olympus
0.15
0.20

Panasonic
0.19
0.18

Pentax
0.14
0.18

Samsung
0.16
0.21

Mean
0.17
0.22

Table 1. Mean per-label AP for each of the eight brand-specific test-vs-train partitions. The last column corresponds to the results shown in
table 5 of the main submission. We can see that the extreme nature of dissimilarity between the test and train sets causes incorrect learning
of the spatial layout model in some cases, e.g. the model actually hurts performance for the Panasonic brand.

4.2. Densely labeled models

SVM
SVMcI2

Airplane
0.69
0.86

Ant
0.65
0.81

Armadillo
0.59
0.54

Bust
0.19
0.36

Chair
0.58
0.46

Four Leg
0.46
0.39

Human
0.37
0.42

Vase
0.48
0.41

Mean
0.51
0.54

Table 2. Mean per-label AP the eight categories from the Princeton segmentation set. This is a breakdown of the composite results show
in in table 6 (top row) of the main paper. Since our algorithm is designed to learn a spatial layout model from large collections of sparsely
labeled data, this dataset exposes the limitations of our method when learning from limited observations.

We described the densely labeled labeled models from the Princeton segmentation set above. Composite results on 8
categories were reported in table 6 of the main paper (top row). Here in table 2 we provide the per-category results. As we
discussed in the main paper, since we are learning a second order spatial layout model it is critical to have enough training
observations. Therefore the ability to learn a robust model from a small set of objects (e.g. 14 training models per category
as we have here) is a limitation of our work.
Note, for the untextured models in the Princeton segmentation set, we omit the Sift features when generating a descriptor
ensemble. Also, in the main paper (table 6, second row, last column) we show label accuracy results of the CRF model
proposed in [10]. To obtain these results, we follow the algorithm of [10] with two exceptions: (1) we use instead the feature
ensemble described in the main paper (minus Sift descriptors), and (2) we omit the multiple steps of retraining and feature
stacking and use only a classifier trained directly on the unary shape features. The important aspect of comparison is the CRF
layer which we follow closely in our implementation.
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